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Introduction: Programme Metis
In 2013 the Chief Constable Simon Parr asked the question;
‘Why is it when I come to work I leave my technology at home and pick up a pen and paper?’
From this questioning the business transformation programme ‘Metis’ emerged in 2013 underpinned by the
following Mission Statement:
Taking an evolutionary approach; pushing the boundaries of how we currently operate and deliver
services, Programme Metis will streamline processes and use enabling technology innovatively to
transform service delivery. The programme will make best use of technology we already have to
automate activity wherever possible, remove the need to manually complete or share information,
link systems through a single interface to reduce duplication of effort, and align to mobile data
solutions that will release operational hours to protect frontline policing, and optimise efficiency in
our operational and support functions.
Through Programme Metis, Chief Constable Simon Parr personally led the constabulary along a pathway that
enabled it to transform from an organisation which when he joined, meant that he, along with all officers, had
to leave at the door modern technology that is used at home and by wider business and pick up a pen and
paper in order to work; into an organisation that is leading the way nationally through its adoption of mobile
technology and innovation in the development of the mobile policing application tuServ.

Metis Scope
Detailed below are the three core strands for Metis:


Self-service: Looked predominately at online solutions to reduce demand on 101 and make it easier
for the public to contact the police – this now sits with the ‘public contact’ strand of collaboration.



Mobile working solutions: Allocation of personal issue mobile network enabled devices (tablets and
laptops) to frontline officers and PCSOs.



tuServ: Mobile application that is being developed as an interface for core policing systems providing
officers quick access to information as well as the ability to speed up processes and reduce
bureaucracy and double keying.

The Strategic Alliance
In December 2013, an historic three-way collaboration
agreement between three police forces was signed by
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire's (BCH) Police
and Crime Commissioners and Chief Constables.
Programme Metis evolved and is now embedded into the Strategic Alliance meaning that the reach of
innovation was widened out beyond the boundaries of a single county. At the heart of all transformation is
the focus on protecting the frontline through the regaining of operational hours and Cambridgeshire have
made a significant investment in evaluation to ensure that they can quantify and understand in detail where
efficiencies are being made.
By 2017 frontline local policing services in Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire will be enabled by
the best people, processes, technology and culture with all protective, operational support and organisational
support services being delivered in a shared services model with increased automation, self-service and
economy.
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Delivering Mobile Technology in Cambridgeshire
Mobile devices have been delivered to the frontline through a phased delivery outlined below.
Proof of Concept

Initial Roll Out of Laptops

06/05/13 - 16/08/13

12/05/14 - 27/06/14

Final Roll Out of
ThinkPad 10s
26/01/15 - 06/02/15

Hand Over to
'Business as
Usual'
07/08/15

Start
06/05/13

Mobile Working Solutions (MWS) Project Timeline

Extended Pilot of 154
ThinkPad 2s

Roll Out of Laptops to
all Relevant Roles

Second Roll Out of
ThinkPad 10s

01/11/13 - 30/11/13

15/09/14 - 03/10/14

17/11/14 - 12/12/14

Finish
07/08/15

Completion of Device
Roll Out Including
PCSO's and Specials
07/04/15 - 20/04/15

The project has been successfully managed and delivered through a working group that included
representatives from ICT, Learning and Development, Corporate Communications and the Evaluation. With
clear and established project controls supported by a project plan the group was able to manage risk, resolve
issues and capitalise on opportunities throughout the lifespan of the project.
With the entire frontline including officers, PCSO’s and Special Constables now issued with a personal slate or
laptop and the project handing over to ‘business as usual’. This paper will provide an evidence base for the
benefits attributed to mobility identified through the ongoing evaluation by the Continuous Improvement
team.
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Categories of Benefits
In order to target and simplify the evaluation, the challenge was to narrow down findings and place them into
defined categories. These categories are what can be expected with the introduction of mobile devices into
any operational policing environment. These are reflected in the table below;

Benefit

Description

Impact

Example

Digitalisation of
every day
processes

Through the allocation
of devices and
mobilising the desktop,
officers have the ability
to complete tasks and
processes on the
devices resulting in the
removal of manual
paper processes.

Increased productivity
through regained Operational
hours.

Officers attend a burglary
and raise the crime and
complete all relevant
paperwork without needing
to return to the station.

Increased efficiency of
information moving through
the force.
Reduced bureaucracy
Paperless organisation.

Remote
Working

Communication
and
Information
Sharing

Digital
Evidence

Ability to complete
everyday tasks and
processes away from
the station and police
estate. Remove reliance
on a fixed desk
environment.

Officers are able to use
the Skype system to
conduct remote
meetings with
colleagues and
supervisors to discuss
and share information
via video and share
screen.
Officers are able to
collect digital evidence
such as video’s and
photos on the device.

Increased visibility of officers.
Productivity gained through a
flexible working
environment.
Productivity, efficiency and
decision making gains from
accessing information during
partnership meetings.
Enable an Agile project to
commence.
Better decision making as
more information is
accessible and viewable.
Better access to advice and
guidance.
Reduction in travel.
Better quality evidence.
Better Decision making.
Reduce demand on Scenes of
Crime Officers (SOCO)

Uniform response team
conduct a street briefing at
a local garden centre.
PPD officer attends a
partnership meeting
involving a child at risk. Is
able to access police
systems for information,
action tasks and assign
resources instantly.

Officers require advice and
guidance on an assault in
Wisbech. Officers set up a
Skype video meeting with
the night crime Sgt in
Parkside to discuss the
incident and share photos of
injuries.
Officer used the device to
take better quality pictures
of a victims injuries without
needing SOCO to attend.
These were then accessible
by the investigating officer
who was able to produce
them in an interview.
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Methodology
The Continuous Improvement Team adopted a Systems Thinking approach to evaluation to provide an
evidence-base for the benefits of mobilisation. Taking a holistic approach to mobilisation it embraced a
number of structured and flexible methods to collect and represent data. In November 2013 the team
conducted its first of four Pilot vs Control group study to evidence the operational time regained from
deployment of a mobile device.

Fig.1

Once the study was complete the College of Policing were invited to evaluate our methods and findings as a
‘critical friend’. Impressed by the work conducted they were able to provide advice and guidance on future
evaluation to enable the project to develop its evaluation onto the next level of the Maryland Scale1; Level 5
(fig.1.). This resulted in a further two Control vs Pilot trials and one fully randomised trial.
The creation of process maps outlined ‘manual’ or ‘analogue’ processes associated with paper and highlighted
the inefficiencies of this way of working. Cross-functional maps were also produced that allowed benefits to
be identified across departments and within teams, and to help implement change for example, officers being
able to raise their own crimes rather than completing a form that goes to a back-office function to input onto
the crime management system.
What this achieved was an informed picture of the benefits and impact the technology was having across the
six districts and the diverse roles and responsibilities required to police them. It provided evidence that
benefits were not just isolated to the individual user, but felt across the whole organisation.

Summary of Data
Below is a table that outlines the data used in each study and the split between pilot and control responses.
Each response equates to an officers submission of a questionnaire at the end of the shift.
Study Baseline
Pilot
N/A
Local Investigations
423
Public Protection
186
Uniformed Response
863

Main Survey Reponses
1775
1149
445
830

Pilot

Control
938
760
337
407

837
389
108
423

1

‘Sherman et al (1997) developed a 5-point scale called the Maryland Scientific Method Scale (SMS) to evaluate the methodological
quality of studies and the authors indicate that confidence in the results is highest at level 5 and level 3 should be the minimum level
required to achieve reasonably accurate results’. (http://www.le.ac.uk/oerresources/criminology/msc/unit8/page_05.htm)
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Findings
Since the allocation of the first mobile slates the CI team have followed the methodology to collected data to
understand the impact of the devices. Both quantitative and qualitative data was captured to provide a richer
evaluation. Quantitative data was collected to identify ‘regained operational hours’. Qualitative data provided
the operational context to these findings giving examples of where mobility had benefited each individual role.
Like most projects there were challenges and obstacles. With an evaluation taking place alongside a phased
rollout, opportunities for improvement as well as innovative ideas by officers were captured. This fed back
into a working group who have, and continue, to improve the officers’ daily interaction with the technology.
This learning has become valuable for future innovation in Cambridgeshire, tri-force collaboration or other
forces across England and Wales.

Regained Operational Hours
The aim of these studies was to provide indicative times that could be attributed to the devices. Although
there are a number of situations where a device would benefit the surveys aim to show;


A reduction in double keying of information.



A reduction in manual paper based processes.



A reduction in ‘unnecessary’ travel time.

‘I was able to complete my statement and book in property on the KIMS system whilst at the incident I attended
and working with a colleague on a robbery case both of us were able to complete the initial attendance, raise
a crime, complete statement and book in property all within 1 and a half hours of attendance at a robbery
incident meaning we were back out on the street ready for another incident to attend.’ Uniform Response
officer.
Moreover since officers could work remotely it was also believed that they would be able to spend more time
out of the station increasing the visibility of uniformed officers in the neighbourhood. On the other hand
officers in investigations could be released from their desks to complete work at the scene rather than return
to the station.

‘Taking them to jobs is extremely helpful, being able to write statements at the scene straight onto the
computer which can then be put straight into wizard or emailed if necessary. I can complete the ABE booklet
that [my supervisor] wants me to with adding pages for the initial contact which is difficult in paper form and
again this can be uploaded to CATS rather than having to return and scan it all in.’ CAISU Officer.
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The chart below provides an outline to these studies and the indicative times it identified.

Study and Sample
Pilot2
108 Uniform
response constables
and Sgts.

When
1st – 30th
November,
2013

Length
30 days

Method
Control vs
Pilot

2st – 30th
June, 2014

28 days

Control vs
Pilot

16 Priority Crime
constables (burglaries
and vehicle crime).

Local Investigations
142 officers from
local investigations
including Serious
Crime, Priority Crime
and Impact teams.

Public Protection
21 Child Abuse
Investigation and
Safeguarding Unit
(CAISU) constables.

2st – 30th
June, 2014

28 days

33 Domestic Abuse
Investigation and
Safeguarding Unit
(DAISU) constables.

Uniform Response
140 Uniform
response constables.

1st December, 42 days
2014 – 11th
January, 2015

Control vs
Pilot

Operation hours Regained
An average of 65 minutes
regained per officer per shift
based on;
1) Reduction in time
completing forms: 18
minutes
2) Reduction in travel time:
12 Minutes
3) Reduction in time in
station: 35 minutes
An average of 55 minutes
operational time regained per
officer per shift due to a
reduction form double keying
and processing of paper
documents.
A 10% increase in trips out of
the station over the trial with
an increase of 74 minutes to
the average time spent out.
The same questionnaire as
study 2 was used, however a
daily saving was difficult to
quantify due to the type of
work conducted in PPD (high
threat, risk and harm).

However feedback from PPD
officers and supervisors
indicated a significant positive
impact on productivity due to
the devices in other areas.
Randomised A total 73 minutes operational
Control vs
time regained per officer per
Pilot
shift.
1) Reduction in double
keying: 33 Minutes
2) Reduction in trips: 8
Minutes
3) Reduction in time in
station: 32 minutes

2

Taken from outline Metis Business case. Findings from pilot study not included in savings calculations presented in this
paper.
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Savings
As outlined in the Metis business case, operational hours identified by the evaluation are available to the
constabulary with the option to take a proportion of these at some stage as cashable savings. Therefore, using
the evidence obtained by the studies it has been possible to reflect operational hours as a monetary value in
the respected areas. All calculations are based on;
1. Hours an officer is available for frontline duties minus abstractions and applying a 80%3 productivity
rating - 1,370 hours
2. A 10 hour shift
3. Officer Full Time Equivalent (FTE) not the strength4
4. Only to the rank of Constable. This includes probationers
5. Based on a Midpoint salary of £40,084.
6. Calculated from data obtained for the financial year 2015/2016

Response Constables
The table below demonstrates the impact of regained operational hours for officers undertaking roles which
fell within the categorisation of Local Policing Response. . The calculations are based upon the 73 minutes
identified in December 2014 study. A copy of the model can be seen in appendix a.
Officer
Establishment
(FTE)

Available hours
per officer

Length of
shift

337.57

1,370

10

Local Policing
Response
Constables

Additional Midpoint
Posts
Salary

27

£ 40,084

Monetary
Value (£)

£ 1,084,019

Local investigations
The following tables show reflect the operational hours regained in a monetary value for constables in Local
Investigations. Due to the different role profiles and the type of work undertaken by officers the amount of
time regained per shift was different by department.
Priority Crime Team (PCT)
PCT officers showed an average of 68 minutes regained per shift per officer (appendix b).

Priority Crime
Team
Constables

Officer
Establishment
(FTE)

Available hours
per officer

Length of
shift

34.97

1,370

10

Additional Midpoint
Posts
Salary

2.6

£ 40,084

Monetary
Value (£)

£ 103,921

What stood out in the evaluation was that when PCT officers were attending burglaries they were able to sit
down with the victim and enter all the required information on their device including the ability to raise the
crime at the scene, rather than return to the station. This enabled the officer to give the victim their crime
reference number allowing them to contact their insurance company immediately as opposed to waiting for
a phone call, or contacting the force by 101.

3
4

80% is widely accepted as the industry standard.
Org unit and rank data based on June 2015 figures (from ORIGIN system provided by HR)
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Serious Crime Team (SCT)
SCT officers showed an average of 51 minutes regained per shift per officer (appendix c).
Officer
Establishment
(FTE)

Available hours
per officer

Length of
shift

Additional Midpoint
Posts
Salary

Monetary
Value (£)

Serious Crime
Team
86.48
1,370
10
4.8
£ 40,084
Constables
Impact Team
Impact officers showed an average of 31 minutes regained per shift per officer (appendix d).
Officer
Establishment
(FTE)

Available hours
per officer

Length of
shift

34

1,370

10

Impact Team
Constables

£ 193,241

Additional Midpoint
Posts
Salary
1.2

Monetary
Value (£)

£ 40,084

£ 45,987

Total monetary value for frontline Constables
The following table shows the total monetary value of both response and local investigations.
Posts
Total Response
Total Local
Investigations
Total

Midpoint

Monetary Value (£)

27

£

40,084

£ 1,084,019

8.6

£

40,084

£

35.6

£

40,084

£ 1,427,168

343,149

Increased Productivity
While the organisation chooses not to take the calculated FTE as cashable, it is worth reflecting the FTE as
increased productivity generated by the devices within the respected departments. This helps to
communicate that in a time of shrinking frontlines, the response by Cambridgeshire Constabulary is to
manage its frontline not through headcount but increased productivity through technology.
Constables
Local Policing
Response
Priority Crime
Team
Serious Crime
Team
Impact Team

Establishment

Gross Cost of Establishment5

FTE Regained (£)

Productivity Gain

337.57

£ 13,531,155.88

£ 1,084,019

8%

34.97

£ 1,401,737

£ 103,921

7%

86.48

£ 3,466,464

£ 193,241

6%

34

£ 1,362,856

£ 45,987

3%

Staff
As highlighted in the introduction Metis has evolved into delivery across BCH. As a result cashable savings
attributed to staff are now part of the medium-term financial strategy to deliver required savings of
£61.1m (2015 - 2019/20) by the three forces in a coordinated manner.

5

Total Cost of Establishment based on: Midpoint X Establishment FTE
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The Frontlines Response to Mobilisation.
From the outset the approach to evaluation acknowledged the need to do more than ‘number crunch’ via
quantitative data, the impact of mobilising the desktop. The evaluation was therefore developed to provide
a ‘rich picture’ to demonstrate the context within which Metis was using technology to help transform the
way policing is delivered more effectively and efficiently across the frontline.
The qualitative data collated through the surveys provides valuable insights into the cultural change curve
officers are on as well as highlighting operational benefits through live examples of frontline policing
experiences.
The survey’s had two open comment’ boxes at the end of the daily questionnaires for officers to report ‘what
went well and ‘what didn’t go well during a shift. Comments were analysed and split into positive and negative
feedback based on the context. For example they had difficulty finding a network signal.
Most returns would have comments in both. However as the survey progressed the ‘what didn’t go well’ often
returned blank. This is evident in the upward trend of daily positive feedback reflected in the charts below;
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On comparison it is evident that there was sharper incline in the difference between the types of feedback for
uniformed response than investigations. Follow up interviews with sergeants from local investigations and
PPD in September 2014 highlighted that it took time for officers to adapt to the change.
A post-survey questionnaire asked if ‘a mobile device benefits an investigative role’. 91% out of 906 officers
answered positively to this question as shown in the pie chart below;

Through the feedback captured in the surveys opportunities to improve the devices and resolve issues were
identified and applied. Due to a strong working relationship with ICT and presence at a weekly working group
meeting, the team were able to actively provided updates to the users (appendix e) to ensure they were aware
how things were being progressed.
A ‘SPoC’7 model was also employed to improve the communication between the project team and the
frontline to ensure a successful implementation of the devices and shift in culture.

6

At the time 131 officers from local and PDD had been equipped with a mobile device. They were emailed a
questionnaire to complete with in a 7 day period and 90 officers including sergeants (69%) replied.
7
“Single Point of Contact”
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Below are a selection of comments captured from officers in a number of operational teams.
Uniformed Response officers: Patrol and respond to calls of service
‘The use of the slate enabled a statement, photographs, crime and handover packages to be completed without
needing to return to the station… with the devices able to sit within the Op Themis van and get everything
completed within 2hours whilst still maintaining the visibility…to deter further issues…I have to say the slate
was the reason behind getting everything done efficiently and effectively.’
‘Able to log on and check incidents and response more promptly to calls.’
Priority Crime Team: Investigate cases of burglary and vehicle crime
‘Now that I have been given the Lenovo laptop for my role I would really struggle without it…it makes me more
efficient…and the paperwork element of the job will be much better with less duplication. Raising a crime
straight onto the system is a god send!!’
‘Having a mobile device allows you to take your work with you and log on no matter where you are. The files
will soon be paperless you can more or less do all your paperwork on your laptop, also others having others
with devices will allow all work being electronic.’
Complex Case Team: A Neighbourhood Policing team comprised of officers and PCSOs who work closely partners
to safeguard the community
‘This Yoga has improved my efficiency more than I can list. I regularly attend multiagency meetings where I
don't need to return to the station to check information, this doesn't sound like much but saves me hours in
the long run…If I have to alter a court application at the judge’s request, I can just quickly edit it and email it
to the judge!!!’. Complex Case officer
‘I love being able to update systems without being in the office. This is so handy and saves me masses of time.
I am significantly more efficient!’
Serious Crime Team: Investigate all serious and certain volume crimes up to and including attempted murder
‘I was reviewing crimes whilst waiting outside an address with one of my officers to arrest a suspect. Recent
double stabbing in Peterborough, managed to secure statements form the consultants at A&E instead of
waiting for those for weeks.’
‘It is much easier to type statements and then save them straight to the file when away from the office - it
lessens the chances of anything being lost. It's also great having the computers whilst at court, means we can
go to court and have al paperwork with us without the needs for big bulky paper files…much easier having a
laptop as opposed to having to log onto different computers every time.’
DAISU: To ensure that not only is prompt and positive action taken concerning domestic abuse but that
solutions are found that offer support to those who are looking to escape from an abusive relationship
‘The mobile office aspect of the laptop etc. is essential and will benefit the rate at which I work greatly. Writing
statements, MG19s, DASH, doctor consents and much more can all be completed and emailed at the scene’.
‘I received a call from work about one of my suspects, which required me to log on from home. Without the
laptop I would have had to come into work and claim overtime, but instead a 10 minute job at home, saved
the force some money.’
CAISU: Investigates allegations of child abuse ranging from cases of neglect to assaults and sexual offences
‘I just feel that we have moved forward with modern technology and the devices have saved us so much time
it is better for the victim, officer and the Constabulary’
‘I don’t think we can under estimate how much time these devices have saved us since implementation.’
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Future Innovation in Cambridgeshire
This year will also see officers receive smartphones to complete the allocation of hardware. However
innovation hasn’t just stopped at the digitalising of forms and processes through mobile devices.
Two major projects are currently underway in Cambridgeshire; the first is the development and deployment
of the revolutionary mobile application ‘tuServ’, the second is an ‘Agile Working’ model – an innovative way
of looking at how estates are used in the new world of mobility.

Mobile Application: TuServ
From the start it was acknowledged innovation in mobile technology was not limited
to hardware. Visioning Workshops held by the Metis Programme Team led to the
documentation of detailed business user requirements across all areas of operational policing. Arising from
these requirements the development of ‘tuServ’, a mobile app that runs on both mobile phones, desktop and
tablet computers to enable officers to access all relevant data systems from a single point, removing a
dependency on paper-based systems emerged.
January 2015 saw the first release of tuServ - ‘Electronic Pocket Notebook’ (EPNB). A huge leap forward from
an officer's traditional paper-based notebook providing not only text capture, but also the capability to capture
video, audio, photographs, drawings, and signatures.
What is unique for tuServ's Notebook is that it is a collaborative tool - an officer can now attend a scene, take
notes, add pictures or even videos and as the information is entered electronically, it will automatically be
made available to all their colleagues; in the field and back at the station. All officers in the force will be able
to search against their own Notebook, and that of their colleagues, without having to return to the station.

An example of an EPNB entry including text, photos, a drawing, a voice recording and a video. 8
During the December 2014 study of mobile devices, a small group of officers tested the Notebook application
part way through the study period. Although it cannot be attributed directly to tuServ due to the small number
of officers testing the application and the absence of any agreed points of measurement for inclusion in the
study, it was interesting to note that those officers who had the opportunity to use the Notebook function
recorded an additional 28 minutes regained per shift in comparison to those with just a device.
8

For more information visit www.tuserv.com
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‘We know it’s a really complex system you’ve created but it’s so simple and kind of idiot proof in respect of
adding information and using it. Everything is straight forward, we can’t wait for the whole system to come
in and start using it, it’s exciting times and sounds too good to be true really!’ Response Constable
Further releases of tuServ are set to further revolutionise how officers use technology to interact with the
public, respond to incidents and investigate crimes. Evaluation continues to provide a key role in developing
and evidencing benefits as the application matures and integrates into the business. Ensuring Cambridgeshire
continue to drive innovation in technology in modern-day policing.

Case Study 1: Operation Launch
The benefits of EPNB were felt with it proving to be an invaluable aid in a recent multi-agency operation to
combat modern slavery; a growing issue of national importance. Operation launch was part of an investigation
into victims of domestic servitude in Peterborough.
Officers documented all occupants at the addresses on tuServ including taking photos. This was then
accessible to officers including foreign forces to conduct in-depth checks. One occupant who had not been
arrested was successfully identified by a Detective Sergeant as matching the description of a man wanted for
rape and was promptly arrested by officers.
The application received significant praise from all officers involved in the operation. Officers were quick to
highlight not only the ease in which evidence was captured, but emphasised the speed in which it was
accessible to their colleagues. To quote the senior ranking officer;
‘It [tuServ] was worth its weight in gold as a contemporaneous, and at times live, time line as the operation
developed from 4am this morning. Many of the images were shared/viewed live time by our partners in
Social Services/Salvation Army /Red Cross etc … A good job by all concerned, much enhanced by TuServ.’

Case Study 2: Operation Soter
In response to General Election Day on May 7th, Police visited numerous polling stations across the
Force. Historically, these visits have taken place and the visits have been recorded on paper forms and collated
at the end of a shift. It’s taken a few days for those forms to reach a central location and for the Force to get
a full picture of the number of visits that have taken place and any problems encountered. This information is
often received too late to make any meaningful decisions other than inform future year’s events.
With the use of tuServ visits were conducted and information was entered on tuServ. This allowed real time
sharing of information with the Silver Commander who was able to keep track of visits as they were taking
place to conduct meaningful reviews.
Within a couple of hours, Cambridge identified that there were problems arising due to a higher than
anticipated electorate turn out early in the morning. This allowed re-allocation of resources to ensure
emerging issues were dealt with prior to them impacting on daily business.
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Agile Working Model
Identified in this report as a core benefit of mobile technology, the ability
to work remotely by accessing systems and conducting meetings over
Skype has been a catalyst for the force to embark on an ‘Agile Working’
project.
Agile is based upon an innovative manner of working that has been
successfully piloted by the Greater Manchester Police. Like Metis the agile
project has grown within Cambridgeshire and will be rolled out across BCH
as a business model that will help the three forces secure efficiency
savings over the next two year period as well as maintain or improve the
quality of service provided to the community.
It intends to maintain or improve the quality of working environment of
all of our people – promoting personal productivity and making it easier
to communicate and share resources. Helping to minimise daily waste.
From paperwork to unused estates. From vehicle fuel to working hours.
Progress with agile has seen desktops replaced with ‘port-replicators’ in almost all of operational offices. These
allow officers and staff to plug their devices to access a workstation that consists of a full desktop environment;
Mouse, keyboard and widescreen monitor. The introduction of ‘touch-down’ zones, a designated space where
officers and staff can access workstations promotes the new flexible working environment of an agile
workforce.

Conclusion
The Chief Constable Simon Parr set the force a challenge; to innovate using modern technology. What this
report has shown is how the Constabulary responded, delivered and continues to deliver innovation such as
tuServ, and Agile to the frontline.
This report has documented the benefits Mobile Working has delivered including quantifying the operational
hours regained as a result of a reduction in double keying, manual processes, journeys, and time a uniform
officer spends in a station.
However through the feedback from officers and observations by the team, the impact of devices goes beyond
these time savings. The availability of information at the officers’ fingertips away from the station has enabled
them to benefit in multiple ways such as access to live time intelligence at MARAC meetings, the ability to
monitor ANPR cameras while on patrol, and to review previous domestic incidents with a victim at the scene
which provides reassurance to some of the most vulnerable in our society.
With further development of tuServ being released over the next 12 months which brings further integration
into systems and more efficient ways of processing information. The continued evaluation will evidence how
Cambridgeshire Constabulary, in a time where the national frontline is shrinking, it can be maintained not
through headcount but productivity; enabled through innovation and technology.
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Appendix a: Local Policing Response Constables Monetary Value Calculation Model
Available working hrs/days pa per officer
Hours pa

Bank Holiday pa Annual Leave pa

52 weeks
40 hr
8 days pa
weeks
=8 * 8hrs
10 hr shift
2080

no. of days at
entry point
allowance * 8
=28*8
64

Abstraction pa
average due to
sickness,
training etc
10 days * 8 hrs

224

80

available hrs
pa

net available hours after
applying 80%
productivity rating

1712

1370

Categories of savings
Officer
rank and
role

Double
Keying

Extra trips

Time in station

Released
Released
Released Salary Scale
Operational
Operational Operation mid-point
hours per officer hours in total al hours with NI LGPS
p.a.
(Establisment pa - posts
oncost
FTE p.a
equivalent
2015/16

Potential
monetary
value of
released
operational
hours pa

Total cost of
Establishment
FTE x mid point

Potential %
released
operational
hours across
category of
officer

Officer
Establishment
FTE

Task data
Response No of shifts
Officer
per officer pa
Constable
minutes
saved per
officer per
shift
pa mins

136.96

337.57

net136.96
available hrs / 10 hr
shift
136.96

33

8

32

4519.7

1095.7

4382.7

pa hrs

75.3

18.3

73.0

post FTE

0.06

0.01

0.05

total no of hours / a full recruiting post of 2080
hrs

167

56,251
27

£

40,084 £

1,084,019 £

13,531,156

8%
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Appendix b: Local Investigations Priority Crime Team (PCT) Constable Monetary Value Calculation Model
Available working hrs/days pa per officer
Hours pa

Bank Holiday pa Annual Leave pa

52 weeks
40 hr
8 days pa
weeks
=8 * 8hrs
10 hr shift

no. of days at
entry point
allowance * 8
=28*8

2080

64

Abstraction pa
average due to
sickness,
training etc
10 days * 8 hrs

224

80

available hrs
pa

net available hours after
applying 80%
productivity rating

1712

1370

Categories of savings
Officer
rank and
role

Reduction in double keying and manual
processing of forms / statements (Printing,
copying and scanning)

Released
Released
Released Salary Scale
Operational
Operational Operation mid-point
hours per officer hours in total al hours with NI LGPS
p.a.
(Establisment pa - posts
oncost
FTE p.a
equivalent
2015/16

Potential
monetary
value of
released
operational
hours pa

Total cost of
Establishment
FTE x mid point

Potential %
released
operational
hours across
category of
officer

Officer
Establishment
FTE

Task data
PCT
No of shifts
Officer
per officer pa
Constable
minutes
saved per
officer per
shift
pa mins

34.97
136.96

net available hrs / an assumption of a 10hr shift

68
total no of hours / a full recruiting post of 2080
hrs

9252

pa hrs

154

post FTE

0.11

154

5,393
2.6

£

40,084 £

103,921 £

1,401,737

7%
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Appendix c: Local Investigations Serious Crime Team (SCT) Constable Monetary Value Calculation Model
Available working hrs/days pa per officer
Hours pa

Bank Holiday pa Annual Leave pa

52 weeks
40 hr
8 days pa
weeks
=8 * 8hrs
10 hr shift

no. of days at
entry point
allowance * 8
=28*8

2080

64

Abstraction pa
average due to
sickness,
training etc
10 days * 8 hrs

224

80

available hrs
pa

net available hours after
applying 80%
productivity rating

1712

1370

Categories of savings
Officer
rank and
role

Reduction in double keying and manual
processing of forms / statements (Printing,
copying and scanning)

Released
Released
Released Salary Scale
Operational
Operational Operation mid-point
hours per officer hours in total al hours with NI LGPS
p.a.
(Establisment pa - posts
oncost
FTE p.a
equivalent
2015/16

Potential
monetary
value of
released
operational
hours pa

Total cost of
Establishment
FTE x mid point

Potential %
released
operational
hours across
category of
officer

Officer
Establishment
FTE

Task data
SCT
No of shifts
Officer
per officer pa
Constable
minutes
saved per
officer per
shift
pa mins

86.48
136.96

net available hrs / an assumption of 10hr shift

51
total no of hours / a full recruiting post of
2080 hrs

6957

pa hrs

116

post FTE

0.08

116

10,027
4.8

£

40,084 £

193,241 £

3,466,464

6%
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Appendix d: Local Investigations IMPACT Team Constable Monetary Value Calculation Model
Available working hrs/days pa per officer
Hours pa

Bank Holiday pa Annual Leave pa

52 weeks
40 hr
8 days pa
weeks
=8 * 8hrs
10 hr shift

no. of days at
entry point
allowance * 8
=28*8

2080

64

Abstraction pa
average due to
sickness,
training etc
10 days * 8 hrs

224

80

available hrs
pa

net available hours after
applying 80%
productivity rating

1712

1370

Categories of savings
Officer
rank and
role

Reduction in double keying and manual
processing of forms / statements (Printing,
copying and scanning)

Released
Released
Released Salary Scale
Operational
Operational Operation mid-point
hours per officer hours in total al hours with NI LGPS
p.a.
(Establisment pa - posts
oncost
FTE p.a
equivalent
2015/16

Potential
monetary
value of
released
operational
hours pa

Total cost of
Establishment
FTE x mid point

Potential %
released
operational
hours across
category of
officer

Officer
Establishment
FTE

Task data
Impact
No of shifts
Team
per officer pa
Officer
Constable
minutes
saved per
officer per
shift
pa mins
pa hrs
post FTE

34
136.96

net available hrs / an assumption of a 10hr shift

31

total no of hours / a full recruiting post of 2080
hrs

4211
70
0.05

70

2,386
1.15

£

40,084 £

45,987 £

1,362,856

3%
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Appendix e: Extract from a response sent to officers to update them on common
issues raised
Below are highlights from the survey completed by 120 users during a 4 week trial of Mobile Devices. This is not an
exhaustive list but the highlights of the common issues raised. It details responses to those issues.
Issue Number - 1
Description - Systems logging out when closing lid / moving location.
Systems such as CrimeFile and NSPIS log out when the laptop lid is shut. Therefore extra time and lengthy process is
taken to re-login. Officers finding the whole thing very frustrating and time consuming. This issue is evident as a
common complaint throughout the feedback.
Response – This only occurs when the device hibernates, which was set on lid close. This has now been changed
and the device will only hibernate if not used for around 60 minutes. Users must manual lock the device or it auto
locks after around 9 minutes of in-activity. Whilst locked the connection remains. When using any software via the
Remote Desktop it will temporarily log out if the device is rotated, therefore when using CrimeFile or NSPIS use it in
a single orientation, especially where coverage is weak.
Completion Date – Completed
Issue Number - 2
Description – Bit Locker
Officers having to enter Bit Locker code after device has gone into hibernation. The device automatically asks for
code after period of inactivity. A number of complaints in relation to Bit Locker compared to SNT survey. 11 out of
1138 (1%)
Response – The device will auto lock after around 9 minutes of in-activity and hibernate after 60 minutes inactivity. This is to increase the security of the data on the device, without this security the devices would not be
allowed to be used outside of Police premises. You only need to put in the bit locker code after the device is shut
down or hibernated.
Completion Date – Completed
Issue Number - 3
Description – Access to CATS
CATS system unavailable with a non-force Wi-Fi or 3G connection. DAISU and CAIU officers affected as a result.
Response – DAISU and CAIU had additional replicators installed to give LAN (wired network) to the devices allowing
use of CATS. An update to CATS is in progress and will allow access via Force Wi-Fi. Unfortunately the amount of
time/cost required to make CATS available over Direct Access (public Wi-Fi/3G) makes it not feasible when taking
into account that CATS will be replaced by Athena a new piece of software coming in 2015.
Completion Date – Wi-Fi version of CATS due September 2014
Issue Number - 4
Description – Access to PINS (Prisoner Intelligence Notification System)
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PINS currently not available/accessible on the devices. This is referred to constantly throughout the survey feedback.
Officers have access when using a port-replicator. Officers reported that IT unblocked PINS as it was a setting on the
laptop that prevented access.
Response – There was an ICT Service call regarding access to PINS during the survey, they resolved the situation
and PINS should now be assessable.
Completion Date – N/A
Issue Number - 5
Description – Resolution of screens and display of systems
Screen size an issue for some officers. However as with the SNT slate pilot the size of CrimeFile on the devices is
resulting in officers reverting back to a desktop and not using CrimeFile while mobile. Therefore handwriting notes,
returning to station. This is also directly related to the issues with desktops and health and wellbeing issues with
officers complaining of headaches and eye strain.
Response – Unfortunately there is nothing that can be done to fix the size of CrimeFile and it is due to be replaced
by Athena when introduced next year, so any work on CrimeFile will be lost. You can use the WINDOWS BUTTON
and + to open magnifier, this makes CrimeFile much larger and easier to use. A temporary fix, but the best solution
available at this time. Officers should also be aware of the “Large” setting in CrimeFile, located in the options menu.
Whilst still small, it provides a slight improvement over the standard application size and may suffice for some users.
Completion Date – Not known
Issue Number - 6
Description – Accessing Forms / issues with current
Number of forms not accessible in a digital format. For example green book. 301 that is replicated in excel and used
across the force not working on the devices. Word MG11 crashing. MG11 within system automatically create the
back page. This means to add it to the file it needs to be printed and the pages scanned separately.
Response – We have separated out the front and back pages in the MG11 and we are working through the
remaining forms to try and make them mobile friendly, but the Project Tyr (PLOD) application in development by the
Metis team will replace all of these in time, so we have to balance the work required.
Completion Date – Revised MG11 completed
Issue Number - 7
Description – Device Crashing/speed of computer
Reports of device crashing on occasion and requiring a restart. Notification on screen "Your PC has run into a
problem and needs to restart". Number of times this has happened when an officer is conducting work and has
therefore have lost it and needed to start again. Device slows down and systems crash.
Response – The decision to go with the Yoga laptop for investigations and the new Think Pad Tablet 10 for reactive
will help this as both are faster machines, but there will also be technical issues out of our control. Please always
report these to ICT even if they fix themselves so we can track the amount of times this happens. Completion date
shows when the new devices will be issued.
It is also a good idea to immediately save the document before you start to fill it in as the program will then
automatically save it for you every 10 minutes. In Word the time can be altered by going into FILE – OPTIONS – SAVE
and then change the autosave time, I’d suggest 2 or 3 minutes?
Completion Date – Due to be rolled out during September/October 2014
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